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Due to our policy of constant technological upgrading, technical specifications may be subject to change without prior notice.
According to the standards in force, in extra-EU areas the availability and specifications of some products and/or characteristics may vary. Please contact your local distributor for further information.
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THE PERFECT ADDITION TO ANY DENTAL PRACTICE

STOOLS
T7 T8 T9

Seamless interaction with
body and workplace
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T7 - PRECISE ADJUSTMENTS AND MAXIMUM COMFORT
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The new T7 stool interacts smoothly with the anatomy of the body, making the dentist’s work
easier by aiding proper posture at all times. High-quality materials and innovative design
ensure treatment is always performed under optimal conditions. Its dimensions match the
spaces available in a surgery, yet also leave full freedom of movement.
A comfortable seat - made of soft, easily sanitized material - helps dentists maintain proper
positioning of legs and back during treatment.

Backrest

Lumbar support

Tilt

Height adjustment

The backrest has been carefully
sized to provide adequate lumbar
support and minimise contactgenerated heat.

Independent adjustment of
backrest height provides proper
support for all dentists, whatever
their build.

The tilt angle can be adjusted to
adapt the backrest to the dentist’s
own operating style and help
decompress the spine when
treatment is not being carried out.

The T7 stool has an extensive
height range, with independent
adjustment of seat and back.
A 10 cm extension is available to
raise the seat further if required.
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T9 - THE SHAPE OF WELLBEING

MAX.

20°

MIN.

110°

Perfect support for dentists

The T9 stool is the last word in ergonomics.
Thanks to revolutionary saddle-like geometry, the T9 combines a very small footprint with
unmatched comfort. The vertical, open position of the legs makes it easier to approach the
patient and maintain proper back posture. This reduces fatigue, even during prolonged treatment
sessions.
Beneficial effects
Careful shaping ensures bodyweight is distributed optimally over the seat. This results in a more
natural, relaxed working posture that keeps concentration and energy levels high.

Freedom of movement

Upholstery

Optimal height

A tilt mechanism ensures the ‘saddle’ supports the dentist’s body
movements. This dynamic seating solution favours a proper, active
posture in every treatment scenario. The angle of movement is easily
adjusted and can be locked in place.

Two T9 versions are available:
with seamless upholstery for
easier cleaning and with Memory
Foam padding (optional), which
offers exceptional comfort.

A special adjustment mechanism
means the seat can easily be
adapted to users of any height.
The model includes optional
accessories such as a 10 cm
extension and/or footrest ring.

STOOLS
T7 T8 T9

The stool that streamlines
workflows
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T8 - COMFORT AND FREEDOM OF MOVEMENT

The T8 stool offers perfect support, even during long treatment sessions, while allowing
full freedom of movement in every direction. Adjustment and personalisation mechanisms
streamline adaptation to the surgery layout and enhance operator efficiency.

Rotating armrest and circular seat

Stability and practicality

The fully independent armrest can be
rotated 360°. The seat is comfortable in any
position.

The shaped armrest is horizontal and has
no edges, providing better forearm support.
Made of non-slip material that optimises
grip, it is perfect for prolonged use.

Personalised support

During assembly the armrest can be positioned with a centred coupling, or off-centre to the right or left (to allow for prevalent use on one side or
the other). Furthermore, the support can be adjusted at any time by rotating the armrest around the operator to the desired position.
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EXTENSION
10 CM

BALANCE
SYSTEM

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
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530 - 655



* optional

T7 STOOL

MEMORY FOAM
PADDIANG

T7

• as standard
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275 - 340

FOOTREST
RING

10

- unavailable

430 - 555

STOOLS
T7 T8 T9

An optional 10 cm extension is available for
all models, ensuring the seat height can be
adapted to all user builds.

T9 STOOL

560 - 725

Extension

An optional footrest ring providing
comfortable, stable support is available on
every model. A metallic finish ensures easy
cleaning.

660 - 825

Footrest ring

445 - 570

545 - 670

T8 STOOL

Measurements in drawings are in millimetres
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